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Mistake Number 2: Buying Fake Products 

 

There are thousands of counterfeit products that are circulating the web 

today. Think of brands like Gucci, Uggs, Dr Dre. They are cheap and often of 
bad quality.  
 

In our research, we found much more strange products, like prehistoric 
fossils, IDs for underage kids, military hardware or cigarettes. 
 

 
 

According to the counterfeit report by The Police Mag,  
 

“The global business of counterfeit goods has reached more than 

$700 billion a year. Fake products, mostly sold online, not only 
take business away from legitimate manufacturers but often pose 

safety threats to unsuspecting consumers who buy them.” 
 

According toQuarz, China is still king of the global counterfeit trade. And 2% 
of the world trade comes from Chinese Counterfeit goods. 
 

An extreme case was the fake Apple store in downtown Kunming, Southern 
China. This fraudulent Apple storemirrors the exact brand of the original Apple 

store - from steel staircases, to the wooden benches and to its wit-looking 
salespersons. 

 

http://www.startbuyinginchina.com/
http://www.cracked.com/article_19742_the-5-most-insane-examples-chinese-counterfeiting.html
http://www.policemag.com/blog/editors-notes/story/2013/07/identifying-counterfeit-products.aspx
http://qz.com/74942/china-is-still-king-of-the-global-counterfeit-trade/
http://www.theguardian.com/technology/pda/2011/jul/21/fake-apple-store
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Mistake Number 2: Buying Fake Products 

Everything was copied, except the shop name “Apple Stoer” which is written 
below its logo.  

 

 
 

After discovering the first shop, Chinese officials found a total of 22 fake Apple 
stores. There is also a fake IKEA shop with a copied version of the Swedish 

meatballs. 
 

While it may be hard to determine fake tangible products, it is more 

challenging to decide if goods sold online are genuine or not.  

So howdo you determine fake products?  

Fakes usually have different fonts or sizes in writing. Look at the difference in 
the logo or lettering from one side to the other. Check papers and fabric tags. 

If they are made of cheaper lightweight materials, that’s a sign that they may 
not be authentic. 

Examples of Fake and Real products 

 

The leather of the a real Marc Jacobs bag is not rough and is very fine, while the fake Marc 

Jacob bag have rough leather. Also, the diamonds of the bag don’t have enough air too.  
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Mistake Number 2: Buying Fake Products 

 

The real Tiffany & Co bracelet has the numbers 925 in the pendant along with the logo, but 

you cannot find the numbers in the fake Tiffany & Co bracelet.   

 

The real Gucci bag has the word Italy, but the fake Gucci bag has the word “Italiv”.  

CHECK THE TEXT FOR MISPELLED LOGOS 

The very first thing that will help you determine between a real or fake 
product is to check the logo. Look for misspelled or misprinted words like 

“Italiv” instead of “Italy”, you can be sure of a fake product! Fake logos can 
be blurry and crooked.  
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Mistake Number 2: Buying Fake Products 

 

Spot the differences of real and fake logos below:  

 

The real Gucci Logo are two G’s entertwined where one G is flipped facing left, while the fake 

Gucci logo are two letter C’s entertwined where one C is flipped facing left.  

 

The letters of the real North Face logo are long and slim while the fake one is short and stout. 

Notice also the color of the fake logois pinkish while the real one is purely white.  

PACKAGING  

Some fake products are easily identified through their packaging. We cannot 

deny the fact that scammers smartly imitate products nearly the same as the 
original. Not even experts can determine fakes until the price difference is 

way too far.  
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Dr.Dre headphones are one of the well-bought products today. With this, 
scammers are taking advantage of the increasing market demand.  

Look closely to see the difference of the two images below. If you would 

notice, the word “Monster” in the left picture is faded and looks too grayish. 
Also notice the opacity of the letter “b” in the headphone. The fake one is slick 

and slim with while the other one is bolded and looks more reddish.  

 

 

 

Be wary! Goods sold unpackaged or in unmarked plastics, no warranty are 
sure signs of knock-offs. Be picky on the quality of the prints on the packaging 

too. If images look too grainy or blurry with strange marks and misspelled 
words, then it’s a counterfeit.  

One thing that you should be very careful of is the price. If the product is sold 

at a very low price (three times lower than the original price), then it isn’t 
true. Don’t get easily attracted by cheap products because they could hit 

harder on your budget.  
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